Work Without Limits, an initiative of the University of Massachusetts Medical School, is a network of engaged employers and innovative, collaborative partners whose shared mission is to increase the employment rate of people with disabilities. Our goal is for the employment rate of people with disabilities be equal to that of people without disabilities.
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ABOUT

- Social Security provides payments over time for individuals whose Ticket to Work is assigned as they achieve earnings milestones which are shared with partnering organizations.
- The Work Without Limits Administrative Employment Network (WWL AEN) partners with community based vocational rehabilitation programs to help them maximize revenue through the Ticket to Work program.
- Our work with Ticketholders is focused on providing work incentive counseling to support their self-sufficiency goals.

SERVICES

WWL AEN services to partnering organizations include:

- Ticket assignment
- Wage verification
- Ticket payment requests, receipts, tracking and processing
- Ticket payment sharing with partnering organizations
- Enhanced long-term benefits counseling to help assigned individuals maximize their earnings and reach their vocational goals
- On-going outreach to assigned individuals to provide long-term benefit support and obtain documentation of earnings as required by the Ticket to Work program

Contact Us

Peter Travisano, CPWIC, Peter.Travisano@umassmed.edu, 508-856-2792
Barbara Lee, CPWIC, Barbara.Lee@umassmed.edu, 508-856-2609

Follow Us

www.WorkWithoutLimits.org/aen